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APPAREL

Achieve effortless style on and off the course with 
the Callaway Men’s Golf Performance Striped Short 
Sleeve Polo Shirt. Along with stylish stripes, this gar-
ment has performance technology such as Opti-Dri 
fabric that transfers moisture away from your body, 
Opti-Stretch fabric that enables explosive golf swings 
and Opti-Vent premium ventilation and breathability.
MAP: $39.99

Ace the competition in the adidas performance polo, 
combining good looks with winning performance. 
Featuring a rib-knit collar and lightweight jersey fab-
ric, to help wick away moisture and provide superior 
comfort and breathability no matter where you go — 
whether you’re in the middle of a competitive match 
or relaxing after the game in the clubhouse.
MAP: $64.99

Cool lines outline Callaway Men’s Golf Performance 
Flat Front Feather Weight Tech Shorts to add struc-
ture and Callaway flair, while its lightweight construc-
tion make it perfect for everyday use. Technology 
such as Opti-Shield UPF 50 shield your skin from the 
sun’s ultraviolet rays, Mechanical Stretch gives you a 
roomy feel without looking bulky and Opti-Dri helps 
keep moisture at bay.
MAP: $54.95

When it comes to performance apparel, full comfort 
and mobility are essential. The adidas ultimate short 
gives you both, along with a water-resistant finish, 
stretch waistband, and moisture-wicking fabric. Plus, 
the snag-free micromesh pocket bags allow for supe-
rior airflow and breathability, even when conditions 
are too hot for your competitors to handle.
MAP: $64.99

Opti-Dri Striped PoloPerformance Polo

Chev Lightweight Tech ShortUltimate Short

CallawayAdidas

CallawayAdidas



APPAREL

This windproof, microfiber shell is lightweight, soft 
and quiet. Headwind is the perfect layering piece on 
breezy days.
Features: Lightweight, soft, quiet microfiber shell; 
Stand-up, zip-through collar; Deep-cut zipper for 
easy on and off; Shock cord adjustment at hem; 
Hand warmer pockets
MAP: $64.99

This golfer’s go-to performance polo features a subtle 
fashion stripe print that is easy to logo and premium 
moisture-wicking fabric that will keep you cool and 
comfortable. Style 2420
MAP: $41.98

The Second Layer is comfortable and functional due 
to its flat-seam construction, considerable 4-way 
stretch, moisture-management properties and soft 
hand. Due to the success of the 2015 Second Layer, 
Sun Mountain has expanded the offering for 2016 to 
eight colors.
MAP: $69.99

Go from day to night in this contemporary, stripe-print 
golf shirt made of premium moisture-wicking fabric 
with UV and antimicrobial properties. Style 2440
MAP: $41.98

Headwind SS Pullover
Vansport™ Pro Tonal 
Micro-Stripe Polo

Second Layer
Vansport™ Pro Fade 
Stripe Polo

Sun Mountain

Vantage

Sun Mountain

Vantage

Style 2440

Style 2420



TEN YEARS IN THE MAKING — After a decade of in-
novation, the TOUR360 franchise is back and better 
than ever with its newest advancement. 360WRAP 
stability now meets the comfort and endless energy 
of Boost in the TOUR360 BOOST.
MAP: $199.99

BIOM Hybrid 2 is on ECCO’s most comfortable Ana-
tomical Last Shape, utilizes the soft supple YAK leath-
er and their TPU outsole that provides exceptional 
grip and stability. The shoe has a 2-year waterproof 
warranty and is currently available in 7 colors and an 
additional 2 colors in a Goretex version.
MAP: $194.99

The adipower boost 2 helps your game with the a 
modern design and sleek look while remaining com-
fortable for your feet no matter how long your game 
lasts.
MAP: $149.99

Golf Cage is a new introduction that has been very 
well received. It is a very sleek design in a traditional 
cleated shoe. It has a unique PU injected stabilizer 
that creates a firm heel support but still allows for 
maximum flexibility throughout the golf swing. It is 
a Caldera leather with 2-year waterproof warranty.  
This style currently is available in 4 colors. 
MAP: $199.99

Tour360 Boost

BIOM Hybrid 2

adiPower Boost 2

Golf Cage

Adidas

ECCO

Adidas

ECCO

SHOES



Challenge the greens with ease and style in the men’s 
3001 golf shoe. Designed with a waterproof microfi-
ber leather upper to keep your feet dry and a REVlite 
midsole for excellent responsiveness, this premium 
shoe offers the weather protection you need and 
the cushioning you want to tackle even the toughest 
courses in comfort. Featuring Champ Slim-Lok Zarma 
Tour® replaceable cleats.
MAP: $169.99

Inspired by our classic 574 sneaker, this men’s shoe 
has golf-specific technologies designed to enhance 
traction, stability, and ultimately, your game. For 
all-important traction, the shoe’s lightweight, NDur-
ance spikeless rubber outsole helps keep you in bet-
ter contact with the ground. Our revolutionary REVlite 
midsole, originally designed to provide lightweight 
cushioning to marathoners, keeps feet comfortable 
whether you’re walking the course or concentrating 
on your swing.
MAP: $89.99

Golf 3001 

Golf 574

New Balance

New Balance

SHOES

NOW THRU JULY 31ST
FREE pair of New Balance 
Sandals with purchase of any 
style New Balance Golf Shoe

See Stores for Details

Comfort Powers Performance. The TITANTOUR is 
back with game changing updates that will have your 
feet begging you to get out on the course. Revolu-
tionary and proprietary new IGNITE foam provides 
energy return, responsive comfort, stable cushioning, 
and superior step-in comfort. PWRCOOL powered by 
Outlast and our new Performance Last provide com-
fort, fit and performance that you didn’t know was 
possible. Believe it.
MAP: $160.99

Titantour Ignite
Puma



ELECTRONICS

Bushnell Golf brings you the next evolution of PinSeeker with JOLT 
Technology in the Tour V4. This laser rangefinder packs an unbe-
lievable feature set into a smaller, more ergonomically sound form 
factor. The Tour V4 has the PinSeeker with JOLT Technology you 
love and delivers the unrivaled accuracy you come to expect from 
Bushnell in a smaller and faster package. Tour V4 Patriot Pack In-
cludes a Tour V4 laser rangefinder, premium carry case, battery 
and blue silicone protective skin.

FEATURES:
• PinSeeker with JOLT Technology
• Accurate to 1 Yard
• Ranges 5-1,000 Yards; 400+ Yards to a Flag
• 5x Magnification
• Fast Focus System
• Stabi-Grip Technology
• Tour V4 Patriot Pack includes Tour V4, premium carry case, pro-

tective silicone skin, battery
MAP: $299.99

Bushnell Golf brings you the next evolution of PinSeeker with JOLT 
in the Tour v4 Slope. The Tour v4 Slope gives you Bushnell’s pat-
ented, Tour trusted Slope Technology, that provides compensated 
distance based on hole’s incline/decline.  This unit is now legal for 
tournament play when slope mode is disabled. The Tour v4 Slope 
packs an unbelievable feature set into a smaller, more ergonomi-
cally sound form factor. Tour v4 Slope Patriot Pack Includes a Tour 
v4 Slope laser rangefinder, premium carry case, battery and red 
silicone protective skin.

FEATURES:
• PinSeeker with JOLT Technology
• Accurate to 1 Yard
• Ranges 5-1,000 Yards; 400+ Yards to a Flag
• 5x Magnification
• Fast Focus System
• Stable-Grip Technology
• Bushnell’s Tour trusted and patented SLOPE Technology that 

provides compensated distance based on hole’s incline/decline
• This Tour v4 SLOPE is now legal for tournament play when 

slope mode is disabled
• Tour V4 Patriot Pack includes Tour V4, premium carry case, pro-

tective silicone skin, battery
MAP: $399.99

Tour V4 Patriot Pack

Tour V4 Slope Patriot Pack

Bushnell

Bushnell



ELECTRONICS

The CT2 is a micro-GPS with a built-in clip that is easily pock-
et-able and easily hung from a lanyard (included) which can be 
attached to a belt loop, belt, golf bag, etc. The versatility of the 
unit with its enlarged numbers and features will make it easier 
for the golfer to see his/her yardages without having to carry 
around a large GPS device or worry about losing their device 
on the course.

 The CT2 comes packed with features that help the golfer better 
their game including distances to hazards and pin placement 
which updates the golfer’s numbers from front/center/back to 
front/pin/back. The CT2 has up to 17 hours golf GPS battery 
and is also waterproof. This device can last you a whole week-
end of golf and you don’t have to worry about recharging after 
every game.

The second generation to the best selling Voice, the Voice 2 
comes with an increased battery life, shows the Front/Center/
Back of the green, and is water resistant. 

CT2

VOICE 2

Golf Buddy

Golf Buddy

In addition to GolfBuddy LR5’s state-of-the-art 
technological features and ergonomic design, the 
LR5S comes with a slope feature that provides 
compensated distances for various elevations for 
more accuracy. The GolfBuddy LR5S is the must-
have item on the course that completes your 
needs with its design and performance.

LR5 and LR5S
Golf Buddy

All of GolfBuddy's products are preloaded with over 38,000 courses worldwide and feature Dynamic Green View. Dynamic 
Green View technology delivers the real front/center/back distances to the green directly from your angle of approach in-
stead of from the tee box like other GPS companies. All GolfBuddy products are also 100% fee free—there are no download 
charges, no annual subscriptions, and free lifetime course and software updates. 



ELECTRONICS

Key Features: 6X Magnification, Range of 5-1000 yards, 
P.A.T. (Pin Acquisition Technology) gives accurate reading 
to the flag from up to 300 yards away, Superior accuracy of 
+/- 1 yard, and Water/Fog Proof
2 color options: Gray and Green
MAP: $279.99

Combines pin-seeking precision of a laser with the added 
convenience of GPS in one compact device!
Laser Features: 6X Magnification, Range of 5-1000 yards, 
P.A.T. (Pin Acquisition Technology)  gives accurate reading 
to the flag from up to 300 yards away, and Superior Accu-
racy of +/- 1 yard
GPS Features: Pre-loaded with 30,000+ global courses, Ac-
curate distances to Front, Center, and Back of green, Accu-
rate layup and carry distances for hazards and doglegs
2 color options: Gray and Green
MAP: $349.99

All Callaway Lasers come in a Power Pack which 
includes a Premium Case with a Carabineer, 
Sleeve of 3 Chrome Soft Golf Balls, a Divot 

Repair Tool with Ball Marker, and 2 3V batteries.

Features exclusive birdie technology. 
The device will “chirp” when the laser 

locks onto the pin!

300 Laser Rangefinder

Hybrid Laser—GPS Rangefinder

Callaway

Callaway

The GPSy Watch combines GPS and comfortable, wear-
able technology. 
Key Features: Pre-loaded with 30,000+ global cours-
es, Accurate distances to the Front, Center, and Back of 
green, Accurate layup and carry distances to hazards and 
doglegs, Auto-hole advance, Scorecard feature tracks 
score, GIR, and Putts per Round, Rechargeable lithium-ion 
battery lasting up to 10 hours
Color options: Black/Gray and White/Green
MAP: $179.99

GPSy Watch
Callaway

$30 MAIL-IN REBATE
on these featured Callaway GPS or 

Laser Rangefinder 
(offer valid 4/3/16 – 7/2/16) See your local NGBA 

retailer for mail-in rebate form and details



ELECTRONICS

The SkyCaddie® LINX GT (Game Tracking Edition) golf’s first GPS 
and shot tracking watch with synchronized mobile app. Get accurate 
measurements over hills, trees and obstructions to any target. Track 
the club, location and distance of each shot. 

FEATURES: 
• Preloaded 35,000 course maps and targets
• IntelliGreen technology, digital scoring and stat tracking
• Built-in club tag reader and smart tags to track your shots
• Bluetooth syncs all data to SkyCaddie  

Mobile GPS app 
REG: $349.95 Father’s Day Special: $299.95

The SkyCaddie® SW2, preloaded with No Annual Fees Required.  
Slimmer design, extended battery life and built-in Bluetooth Smart 
technology, the SW2 is ideal for golfers looking for quick distances 
to the front, center and back of each green.  

FEATURES: 
•  35,000 preloaded courses maps, worldwide
• Digital scorecard—save 20 scores
• Multi-sport odometer tracks distance, time, speed & more
• Bluetooth smartphone notifications alerts 
REG: $179.95 Father’s Day Special: $129.95

Watch SW2

LINX GT

SkyCaddie

SkyCaddie

Arccos Driver automatically records every drive, capturing dis-
tance and location without any interruption to your game. With 
each drive automatically recorded, the proprietary Arccos Tour 
Analytics Platform provides in-depth stats and analytics into your 
driving performance. With Arccos Driver, golfers can capture and 
share their best drives with friends inside and outside the Arccos 
Community while competing against playing partners and friends 
worldwide. Golfers can also battle for position on the Arccos Golf 
Leaderboard while playing Crowns, the Arccos Platform’s driv-
er-only virtual game.

Just pair, play, compete, review and improve. It’s that simple.
MAP: $79.99

Driver
Arccos



CART BAGS

A Cooler Way to Carry a Six Pack 

Golfers will appreciate the light-weight feel of the 
Chiller Cart Bag, weighing in at 5.85 pounds. The 
product development team also created a 15-way or-
ganizer top with full-length individual dividers to en-
hance functionality and durability. MAP: $179.95

Chiller Cart Bag
BagBoy

The Tech F6 Cart Bag is equipped with all the pockets 
and storage space a golfer could ask for, 14-way top 
with full length clubs dividers, external putter port, 
insulated beverage pocket and zippered insulated 
pocket. MAP: $220.00

Tech F6 Cart Bag
Cobra

The Org. 14L Cart Bag is a lightweight addition to 
Callaway’s most popular cart bag, with updated 
pockets, 14-way divider, an improved strap system 
and an E-Trolley base that make for an easy ride on 
the cart. MAP: $219.99

ORG 14L Cart Bag
Callaway

9” 14 Way Divided Top, Weight 7.5 lbs
•One Oversized Putter Tube
•7 Easy Access Pockets 
•Velcro Glove Attachment/Towel Ring
•Rain Hood

Colors Available: Black, Black/White, Snorkel Blue
MAP: $109.00

Venice Cart Bag
RJ Sports



 CART BAGS

Sun Mountain’s best-selling cart bag, the C-130 was 
created to work optimally on a riding cart. All of the 
features are designed with cart use in mind, start-
ing with the reverse-orientation top, the three utility 
handles integrated into the top and the strap chan-
nel. Then, they added an integrated putter well and 
made sure all pockets are accessible when the bag 
is on a cart. MAP: $229.99

C-130 Cart Bag
Sun Mountain

The 2016 Catalina features a pass-through cart strap 
slot and double-zipper apparel pockets for easy ac-
cess while still engaged on the golf cart. Catalina has 
15 pockets for plenty of storage and separation. Cata-
lina features cart-lock strap that allows you to attach 
the bag to a golf cart without using the provided strap.
MAP: $229.99

2016 Catalina
TaylorMade

The new Wilson Staff neXus II cart bag features two 
heat-treated aluminum connectors that externally pro-
tect the bag’s integrity. Designed with new Exo-Frame 
Technology, the neXus II has Four fiber reinforced plas-
tic connectors allow weight to be removed from the 
structure of the bag. MAP: $199.99

NeXus II Cart Bag
Wilson Staff

Deluxe Cart Bag
Xponent

The Xponent Deluxe Cart bag features Integrated 
Handle, Full Length Dividers, 9 Zippered Pockets, 
1 External Favorite Club Tube, Hard Body Con-
struction, Rain Hood, Valuables Pocket, Tee Hold-
er, Cooler Pocket and 14-way top. MAP: $99.99



Hyper-Lite 5
Callaway

The Tech F6 Stand Bag is lightweight (4.8 lbs), yet 
fully equipped with a 14-way top designated with full 
length club dividers, lift handle, and an adjustable 
shoulder harness. MAP: $190.00

When constructing the Hyper-Lite 5 Stand Bag, the 
designers at Callaway combined lightweight material, 
multiple pockets and a reworked stand to create the 
best performing stand bag to date. 7-way Top with 
Full Length Club Dividers. MAP: $189.99

Tech F6 Stand Bag
Cobra

Light Weight Stand Bag, 4 Easy Access Pockets, 
Water Bottle Pocket, Dual Harness Strap, Rain Hood

Top: 9”, 6-way
Weight: 4.7lbs
Colors Available: Royal, Black, Silver
MAP: $89.00

Anchor
RJ Sports

Three 5 continues to be Sun Mountain’s most popu-
lar stand bag. Convenient features like the flared top 
that maximizes useable club space, the E-Z Fit Dual 
Strap System which is easy to adjust and Three 5’s light 
weight all contribute to it being a favorite. Add to that, 
for 2016 they’ve made the valuables pocket water re-
sistant. MAP: $209.99

Three 5
Sun Mountain

STAND BAGS

Hyper-Lite 5
VIDEO



STAND BAGS

2016 TourLite
TaylorMade

The 2016 TourLite features Smart Pocket technology 
that allows the golfer to easily access pockets while 
the bag is strapped on their back. The TourLite has 
an ergonomic shoulder strap design that helps dis-
tribute weight evenly and eliminate pressure points. 
MAP: $169.99

Deluxe Stand Bag
Xponent

The Xponent Deluxe Stand Bag features an 
8-way mesh-lined top, Full Length Dividers, 4 
Zippered Pockets, Padded Dual Shoulder Strap, 
Rain Hood, and Tee, Glove, and Towel Holder. 
MAP: $79.99

The new Wilson Staff neXus II carry bag has com-
pletely reengineered the carry bag with a 360 de-
gree integrated mechanism. Its sturdy aluminum 
frame connects the spine, top, stand, and base to 
work interdependently. When the base makes con-
tact with the ground, the base continues to remain 
flat. MAP: $179.99

NeXus II Carry Bag
Wilson Staff



• Extra Strong Lightweight steel frame construction
•  Comfortable pull handle, tee, ball and scorecard 

holder
• One step convenient collapsible set up
• Water bottle Included
Color Available: Black
MAP: $69.99

LL-9900 Cart
RJ Sports

CARTS

Super Compact for Storage and Transport 
Golfers will admire the ease of mobility when using 
the Quad XL push cart, as the 9.5 inch front and 11.5 
inch rear wheels glide effortlessly through the grass. 
The Quad XL includes a bag bracket that secures 
both stand and cart bags, as well as a simple two-
step fold process for easy storage of the push cart. 
MAP: $199.95

Quad XL Push Cart
BagBoy

The newest version of Sun Mountain’s category chang-
ing Speed Cart®, the V1 Sport combines the best 
features of its predecessor, the V1 Speed Cart, with 
an improved brake system, mag wheels and the E-Z 
Latch System which simplifies folding/unfolding the 
cart and adjusting the handle height. MAP: $209.99

V1 Sport Speed Cart
Sun Mountain



GOLF BALLS

Bridgestone’s  2016  B330  Family  features  Bridge-
stone’s  new TOUR  Core that  is  6%  larger  and utilizes 
a steeper gradient in softness from the inner part of the 
core to the outer region, to generate faster ball speed 
and less spin off the driver than ever before. In fact, 
Bridgestone’s proprietary gradational compression 
technology in its core allows the company to accom-
plish in one layer what other ball makers accomplish 
in two or three layers, leading to a smoother energy 
transfer and more power. 

MAP: B330: $44.99 | B330S: $44.99  
B330RX: $39.99 | B330RXS: $39.99

2016 B330 Family
Bridgestone

The new Chrome Soft takes a ball that has complete-
ly redefined golf ball performance and elevates it to 
another level. It has the proprietary Dual SoftFast 
Core™ for fast ball speed from the driver, 4-piece 
construction leading to even more control through-
out the bag, low compression for extremely soft feel, 
and a Tour Urethane Cover.
MAP: $39.99

Chrome Soft
Callaway

OnCore’s SoftCell Technology is a proprietary 
chemistry in the core composition that provides 
the combination of softness and high coefficient 
of restitution. It is showing incredible distance and 
high spin around the greens. So far our testing has 
shown that it not only stacks up, but is outperform-
ing its low compression competitors. MAP: $19.99

Avant
OnCore

BUY 3 DOZEN B330s
GET 1 DOZEN FREE

PLUS PERSONALIZATION
See Stores for Details. Ends 7/4/16



GOLF BALLS

The Q-STAR is ideal for golfers who demand pre-
mium performance in an all-ability golf ball. Engi-
neered with tour ball technology, the Q-STAR de-
livers a superior combination of distance, accuracy, 
greenside spin and durability.

Ball Type: All Ability
Driver Swing Speed: 75+ MPH
Launch: Mid-High
Greenside Spin: Mid-High
Colors Available: White, Tour Yellow  
MAP: $24.99
Special in-store promotions each month.  
See store for details.

Q-Star Golf Ball
Srixon

The World’s First Ever Matte Finish Golf Ball

This golf ball is unique in the fact that it combines 
Volvik’s neon colors with an amazing matte finish 
plus all the amazing performance that the Crystal 
ball became famous for. The VIVID is a 3-piece, 80 
compression ball that has tested as one of the lon-
gest golf balls on the market today, especially for 
slower to medium swing speeds.

The matte finish increases visibility and speed of 
play, while making course management and ball 
striking better due to enhanced awareness of where 
your golf ball lands. There truly is nothing else like 
the VIVID!

Colors Available: Matte Green, Matte Pink, Matte 
Orange, and Matte Red
MAP: $29.99

The New and Improved Best-Selling Crystal Ball!

The new 2016 Volvik Crystal is a premium level 
3-piece golf ball that provides the ultimate in dis-
tance with a hyper soft feel. The Volvik Crystal 
3-piece is the evolution of the original Crystal ball 
that revolutionized the color golf ball market. An 
extended flight time and higher ball flight is provid-
ed by a switch to a 322–dimple pattern. 

Colors Available: Orange, Green, Yellow, Pink, Ruby 
and in an Assorted pack containing a sleeve each of 
Orange, Yellow, Green and Pink
MAP: $29.99

The VIVID

The 2016 CRYSTAL

Volvik

Volvik



GOLF BALLS

Committed to innovation, Wilson Staff continues 
to transform golf ball technology, further solidify-
ing its claim to offering the softest golf balls. The 
new 55 compression DUO Urethane is the latest 
addition to the revolutionary DUO line which also 
includes the 29 compression DUO and the 35 com-
pression DUO Spin.

Unrivaled is the best way to describe the new DUO 
Urethane golf ball, which is the World’s Softest Golf 
Ball. The low 55 compression results in a softer feel 
while still providing exceptional distance. With a 
new multi-layer construction players can also ex-
pect an exceptional level of spin, required for the 
better player.
MAP: $37.99

DUO Urethane
Wilson Staff

More short game spin and control with even softer 
feel, penetrating trajectory for exceptional distance, 
and long-lasting durability.

DIMPLE DESIGN
The Pro V1 features a spherically-tiled 352 
tetrahedral dimple design. (328 on ProV1x)

COVER SYSTEM
Patented soft Urethane Elastomer™ cover.

CORE
The Pro V1 is a three-piece (four-piece on ProV1x), 
multi-component technology with a very soft 
compression ZG process core and ionomeric 
casing layer.
MAP: ProV1 $44.99 | ProV1x $59.99

ProV1 / ProV1x
Titleist


